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B jt testify, that the Bolshcviki arc not as bad as they have been painted
B by Ambassador Francis, for example. The ambassador did not hes- -

u ' itate to. declare that Lenine and Trotzky were and are agents of the
B j German government, that they stiirare serving the Germans while
m I trying to create a world-wid- e revolution.
M j Men of the Raymond Robins type do incalculable harm. Instead
H, of acquainting their countrymen with the real conditions resulting
M from radicalism they seek to excuse and extenuate. The picture they
Hr ' draw is filled with high lights and shadows which conceal the wretch- -

B' cdness," horror and bestiality of a regime founded on a theory which
Hi they would like to see work. Their tenderness for the theory in- -

Hjj I duces them to become apologists for the fanatics and zealots who try
Hf to put the theory into effect.
Hj While human beings fight like wolves among themselves and
H. vith dogs in the streets of Moscow over the torn, bleeding carcasses
H of horses, the Raymond Robinscs assure us sweetly that, all things
H I considered, the kind of government which produces such scenes is not

H' f quite suited to America.
M

H: j WASTING EDUCATION.

Hj np HAT $100,000,000 is needed to complete the educational system of
Hj J the United States we are assured by a federal official whose
H j province it is to investigate and report on this subject. We are not

' amazed by the big sum, for we have become accustomed to figures of
magnitude, but we are surprised and not a .little disturbed toithis that education in this country is so" far short of the requirements

by an expert.
HI We are informed that the percentage of illiteracy for the entire
H' country is much higher than is commonly supposed and this is ac- -

H cepted as an indication that the nation is in deadly peril because of
Hk j' widespread ignorance. If the peril can be removed by the expenditure
H of $100,000,000 it will be a cheap form of insurance.

H But let us presume that after the $100,000,000 has been expended
H illiteracy is stamped out and that everyone can read and write. In '

HI that case the menace of ignorance would be less, but how much less?
H Can any expert figure out such a problem?

Foreign critics from autocratic countries were tempted to sneer
Hi- at our system of education because it was so universal. In Germany,
H;j for example, only certain classes were admitted at the portal of higher
H education. Many German working men came to this country so that
Hi their children might avail themselves of an educational system which

V held out its highest honors and advantages even to the humblest.

H From autocratic Russia came hundreds of thousands who have
K plunged into our ocean of education and have come out with a new

HL hope and happiness.
H'E It is the glory of our system of education that i is universal.
Hj Our idea is that every child should have an opportunit to obtain an

B education just as it is our idea that every child should have sufficient
H food.

H The very nature of our government imposes on us the necessity
H of universal education. A government by the people cannot succeed
H; unless the people are intelligent. Ignorance will wreck a republican
H) government quickly if the ignorance be general. The form of go'v- -

H' eminent may continue to exist, but it will be republican only in name.
H It will fall into the power of certain exclusive classes, ruling classes

Hj which will keep the ignorant masses under some kind of control. In
H this country, therefore, we propose that there shall be no ignorant
H' masses. It is an ideal we have tried to attain through the medium of

H education and we have so far succeeded that the percentage of illiter- -

Ht acy is comparatively small. In the sense that the term might be ap- -

H plied to Russia or China we have no "ignorant masses." We have ig- -

H norant classes largely recruited from our immigrants. Of late the
H violent among those wholly illiterate or half-bake- d classes have come
H to the front and attempted to establish a dictatorship of ignorance,
H '

j such as has been set up in Russia. In Russia the dictatorship suc- -

Hfc ceeded because the great mass of the population were as ignorant as

Ho

the new leaders. In this country, we like to assure oursely.es, such a
dictatorship would fail quickly because of the general educated intel-
ligence of the masses.

We have learned, however, in the last few years that educated
masses can be even more dangerous to the world than uneducated
masses. The German people were educated by a government mrftf-oppl- y.

They believed that they had achieved the highest culture of
the modern world while they were simply being moulded into a cer-
tain form by their government. They were taught to regard war as
"a biological necessity" and that "necessity knows no law" ; that good
faith among nations was not worth "a scrap of paper"; that morality
was anything the .conqueror wished to make it. ,

We flatter ourselves that our own system of education never
could be monopolized in this fashion. It is free, we say.

Before the war there had grown up in this country a business
morality which approximated to the political morality of the Teutons.
Anything was right that the strong could achieve. The president aS a
a railroad testified that at college he had learned from the evolution-
ary doctrine that the world was made for the able and the strong and
that the weak must go to the wall. He had managed and financed the
railroad on that basis. He wrecked the road, but he enriched a certain

. coterie.
Universal education produced a wide variety of educated crim-

inals from railroad presidents to counterfeiters. Take the case of the
criminally-minde-d man who obtained a degree at Columbia univer-
sity some yea'rs ago. He returned to the university and took a post-

graduate course in drawing and engraving so that he might become
an expert in raising bills. For several years his sole lucrative occupa-
tion was the raising of bills and he escaped arrest for a long time be-clu- sti

of the skill he had acquired during his post-gradua- te course.
Then there was the case of the student who went in for mechanics

after completing his classical course at Cornell. He became so expert
that he could pick any lock and work his way into safes as if they
were coops of chicken-wir- e. By drilling seventy-tw- o holes in the
door of a bank safe' he was able td make a movable disk which he took
out and put back whenever he found the opportunity. He made his
way into the bank after hours each day and departed with money and
securities. He was detected one day by a bank clerk who happened
to be looking out of a second-stor- y v. indow as the thief emerged from

.the front door of the bank,, his pockets stuffed with securities.
A whole literature has been written about gentlemen burglars

and the movies exploit the adventures of gentlemen bandits of various

kinds. The literature is fascinating and is read by the normal individ-- -

ual with as1 much pleasure and as little danger as he reads the
Arabian Nights. 'Yet' that literature calls attention to the fact that
our educational institutions are turning out every year a class and
it is an increasing class of educated criminals.

We do not intend to draw the moral. We leave that to our read-

ers. As a matter of fact, we are not sure what the moral is. Cer-

tainly it does not lie in the fact that we try to educate everybody.

Every good thing is misused by some. Nutrition is a necessary pro-

cess, but thousands misuse it and sink to early graves because of the
misuse of food. ,

It would seem a safe conclusion, however, that our system of edu-

cation must make men moreicfficient than they have been and more
moral. It is estimated that 30,000 university graduates in New York
City do not know how to earn a decent living'. Inefficiency is almost
as much of a menace as criminality. In fact one leads to the other.

We can spend $100,000,000 completing our system of education
without perfecting it. Our goal should be perfection as well as com-

pleteness. , ' i ,

Krupps has' decided not to pay any dividends this year, being
handicapped by the loss of its head salesman, William rbhenzollern.'


